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Museum Objects in University are  Unreachable or Difficult to Find 

Many of the research resources are collected 
for study by researchers and are put away into 

warehouses without indexing when the 
researchers left their research institute. !

!

Institutional repositories(IRs) house there 
papers, however they don't house research 

resources based on them.

Developing a museum object repository using LIDO schema

What is LIDO?!
"LIDO is an XML harvesting schema. The 

schema is intended for delivering metadata, for 
use in a variety of online services, from an 

organization’s online collections database to 
portals of aggregated resources, as well as 

exposing, sharing and connecting data on the 
web. " (http://lido-schema.org)

Object Classifications!
　Object / Work Type(mandatory)!
　Classification!
Object Identification!
　Title / Name (mandatory)!
　Inscriptions!
　Repository / Location!
　State / Edition!
　Object Description!
　Measurements!
Event!
　Event Set!
Relations!
　Subject Set!
　Related Works!
Administrative Metadata!
　Rights!
Record(mandatory)!
　Resource

Information groups of LIDO

academic resources in research instituations
(research journal articles, preprints and postprints, 

museum objects, scientific data, etc...)

portal site 
of academic resources

aggregates metadata

oai_dc junii2LIDO

powerd by

linked data

Related museum object repository!
Kanazawa univ. virtual museum project (only Japanese), http://kuvm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp/!
A Community for Knowledge Unification(only Japanese), http://amane-project.jp/hibunken/

System Design: !
LIDO framework(harvester & provider) on WEKO

Aim to share and reuse museum objects

Select elements

describe rich metadata

Holds one or multiple object 
records.

lidoWrap

Holds the metadata of an object / 
work.

lido

Holds the administrative metadata 
for an object / work record.

administrativeMetadata

A wrapper for information about 
the record that contains the 

cataloguing information.

recordWrap
A wrapper for resources that are 
surrogates for an object / work, 

including digital images, videos or 
audio files that represent it in an 

online service.

resourceWrap

Contains sub-elements for a 
structured resource description.

resourceSet

A digital representation of a 
resource for online presentation.

resourceRepresentation

A url reference in the worldwide 
web environment.

linkResource

A description of the spatial, 
chronological, or contextual 

aspects of the object / work as 
captured in this particular 

resource.

resourceDescription
Identification of the agency, 
individual, or repository from 

which the image or other resource 
was obtained.

resourceSource

Appellation of the institution or 
person.

legalBodyName

Appellations, e.g. titles, identifying 
phrases, or names given to an 

item, but also name of a person or 
corporation, also place name etc.

appellationValue

Information about rights regarding 
the image or other resource.

rightsResource

Acknowledgement of the rights 
associated with the physical and/ 

or digital object as requested.

creditLine

The source of information in this 
record, generally the repository or 

other institution.

recordSource

Appellation of the institution or 
person.

legalBodyName

Appellations, e.g. titles, identifying 
phrases, or names given to an 

item, but also name of a person or 
corporation, also place name etc.

appellationValue

Wrapper for metadata information 
about this record.

recordInfoSet

Link of the metadata, e.g., to the 
object data sheet (not the same 

as link of the object).

recordInfoLink
Creation date or date modified of 
the metadata record. Format will 

vary depending upon 
implementation.

recordMetadataDate

A unique record identification in 
the contributor's (local) system.

recordID Term establishing whether the 
record represents an individual 
item or a collection, series, or 

group of works.

recordType

A name for the referred concept, 
used for indexing.

term

Holds the descriptive metadata of 
an object record.

descriptiveMetadata

Wrapper for infomation about 
related topics and works, 

collections, etc.

objectRelationWrap

A wrapper for Related Works 
information.

relatedWorksWrap

A wrapper for a object / work, 
group, collection, or series that is 
directly related to the object / work 

being recorded.

relatedWorkSet

Wrapper for the display and 
reference elements of a related 

object / work.

relatedWork

A free-text description of the 
object, corresponding to the 

following object element

displayObject

A wrapper for Subject information. 
This may be the visual content 

(e.g. the iconography of a 
painting) or what the object is 

about.

subjectWrap

Wrapper for display and index elements for 
one set of subject information.

subjectSet

A free-text description of the 
subject matter represented by/in 
the object / work, corresponding 
to the following subject element

displaySubject

Wrapper for event sets.

eventWrap

Wrapper for the display and index elements 
for events (e.g. creation, find, and use), in 

which the object participated.

eventSet

Identifying, descriptive and 
indexing information for the 
events in which the object 

participated or was present at, 
e.g. creation, excavation, 

collection, and use.

event

Indicates the substances or 
materials used within the event 
(e.g. the creation of an object / 

work), as well as any implements, 
production or manufacturing 
techniques, processes, or 

methods incorporated.

eventMaterialsTech

Display element for materials/
technique, corresponding to the 
following materialsTech element.

displayMaterialsTech

A period in which the event 
happened.

periodName

A name for the referred concept, 
used for indexing.

term

Place specification of the event.

eventPlace

Contains structured identifying 
and indexing information for a 

geographical entity.

place

Georeferences of the place using 
the GML specification.

gml

Display element for a place 
specification, corresponding to the 

following place element.

displayPlace

Date specification of the event.

eventDate

Contains a date specification by 
providing a set of years as earliest 

and latest date delimiting the 
respective span of time.

This may be a period or a set of 
years in the proleptic Gregorian 
calendar delimiting the span of 

time. If it is an exact date, 
possibly with time, repeat the 

same date (and time) in earliest 
and latest date.

date

A year or exact date that broadly 
delimits the beginning of an 

implied date span.

earliestDate

A year or exact date that broadly 
delimits the end of an implied date 

span.

latestDate

Display element for a date 
specification, corresponding to the 

following date element.

displayDate

Wrapper for display and index 
elements for an actor with role 

information (participating or being 
present in the event).

eventActor

Display element for an actor 
coupled with its specific role, 

corresponding to the following 
actor element.

displayActorInRole

The nature of the event 
associated with an object / work.

eventType

A name for the referred concept, 
used for indexing.

term

Display element for an event, 
corresponding to the following 

event element.

displayEvent

Wrapper for data classifying the 
object / work.

Includes all classifying information 
about an object / work, such as: 
object / work type, style, genre, 

form, age, sex, and phase, or by 
how holding organization 

structures its collection (e.g. fine 
art, decorative art, prints and 

drawings, natural science, 
numismatics, or local history).

objectClassificationWrap

A Wrapper for information that 
identifies the object.

objectIdentificationWrap

A wrapper for the Measurements.

objectMeasurementsWra
p

Wrapper for display and index 
elements for object / work 

measurements.

objectMeasurementsSet

Display element for one object 
measurement, corresponding to 
the following objectMeasurement 

element.

displayObjectMeasureme
nts

A wrapper for Description/
Descriptive Note information.

objectDescriptionWrap

Wrapper for a description of the 
object, including description 

identifer, descriptive note and 
sources.

objectDescriptionSet

Usually a relatively brief essay-
like text that describes the entity.

descriptiveNoteValue

Wrapper for Repository/ Location 
information.

repositoryWrap
A wrapper for the state and 
edition of the object / work.

displayStateEditionWrap

A description of the state of the 
object / work. Used primarily for 

prints and other multiples

displayState
Wrapper for designation and 

identification of the institution of 
custody, and possibly an 

indication of the exact location of 
the object.

repositorySet

An unambiguous numeric or 
alphanumeric identification 

number, assigned to the object by 
the institution of custody.

workID

Unambiguous identification, 
designation and weblink of the 

institution of custody.

repositoryName

Appellation of the institution or 
person.

legalBodyName
Weblink of the institution or 

person referred to as legal body.

legalBodyWeblink

Appellations, e.g. titles, identifying 
phrases, or names given to an 

item, but also name of a person or 
corporation, also place name etc.

appellationValue

Wrapper for Object name / Title 
information.

titleWrap
A wrapper for information about 

inscriptions and other marks.

inscriptionsWrap

A transcription or description of 
any distinguishing or identifying 
physical lettering, annotations, 

texts, markings, or labels that are 
affixed, applied, stamped, written, 

inscribed, or attached to the 
object / work, excluding any mark 
or text inherent in the materials of 

which it is made.

inscriptions

Transcription of the inscription.

inscriptionTranscription

Wrapper for one title or object 
name and its source information.

titleSet

Appellations, e.g. titles, identifying 
phrases, or names given to an 

item, but also name of a person or 
corporation, also place name etc.

appellationValue

A wrapper for Object/Work Types.

objectWorkTypeWrap
A wrapper for classification 

information.

classificationWrap

Concepts used to categorize an 
object / work by grouping it 

together with others on the basis 
of similar characteristics.

classification

A unique identifier for the concept.

conceptID
A name for the referred concept, 

used for indexing.

term

The specific kind of object / work 
being described.

objectWorkType

A unique identifier for the concept.

conceptID
A name for the referred concept, 

used for indexing.

term

A unique lido record identification 
preferably composed of an 

identifier for the contributor and a 
record identification in the 

contributor's (local) system.

lidoRecID

has a chile text node

element name

has children node

element name


